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Indian Market View 

Asian shares barely budged on Wednesday, lacking traction as U.S. bond yields edged near a seven-

year peak ahead of a widely expected rate hike by the Federal Reserve and as international oil 

prices rose to four-year highs. Wall Street shares were mixed, as rises in energy shares on higher 

oil prices and gains in consumer discretionary shares following strong U.S. consumer confidence 

were offset by falls in other sectors. The utility sector, sometimes seen as an alternative to bonds 

because of the relative steadiness of their business, was the worst performer as investors braced 

for a rate hike by the Federal Reserve later on Wednesday. Fed funds rates futures implied traders 

are fully pricing in a rate hike on Wednesday, and another 85 percent chance the Fed would raise 

rates again in December. 

The DJIA fell 0.26% or 69.84 points to 26492.21, S&P500 was down 0.13% or 3.81 points to 

2915.56, while the NASDAQ was slightly up by 0.18% or 14.22 points at 8007.47 

Nikkei 225 opened low and trading up 0.01%, China A50 opened flat and trading up 1.56%, ASX200 

opened flat, trading up by 0.14%. Hang Seng opened up and trading up 1.21%. 

Brent oil edged further away from a four-year high on Wednesday and U.S. crude fell, after the 

U.S. said it would ensure crude markets are well supplied before sanctions are re-imposed on Iran 

and as President Donald Trump criticized high prices. Brent crude futures were down 43 cents, or 

0.5 percent, at $81.44 a barrel. U.S. crude futures were down 40 cents, or 0.6 percent at $71.88 

a barrel. 

Rupee weakened for second day; ended 0.1 percent lower at 72.70 against the U.S. dollar. 

Sovereign bonds end the day little changed even after the announcement of OMO bond purchase 

by the RBI.The 10-year benchmark bond yield ended steady at 8.13 percent. 

So far, SGX Nifty gaining ~1% to trade at 11067. Expect NIFTY Future to open gap up on LIC 

Chairman’s statement that LIC would have all options open to bail IL&FS out of current 

juncture. However, market is encountering at the moment liquidity crunch of near 

Rs1.5trillion, whereas RBI’s OMO operations of pumping cash into the system by bond 

buying is falling short. Election ahead, would result in still tighter liquidity situations 

normally.   Expect bulls to overpower bears on temporary positive flows, upto 11250 to 

wait for Fed rate hike, and week-end developments on IL&FS. NIFTY trade set up: Pivot: 

11033, R1: 11157, R2: 11227, R3:11352, S1:10963. For Bank Nifty: Pivot: 25160, 

R1:25613, R2:25883, R3:26337 
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Noted Corporate Development 

 Yes Bank board formed a search panel to identify current CMD Rana Kapoor’s successor. The board 

also sought extension of Rana Kapoor’s tenure till September 30, 2019 from the RBI. For the long-

term succession plan within the bank itself, Rajat Monga and Pralay Mondal have been appointed as 

executive directors, subject to RBI approval. RBI had approved Rana Kapoor’s tenure extension till 

January 31 next year. 

 Glenmark Pharma to consider buyback of its foreign currency debt worth $200 million on Sept. 28. 

 Minda Industries board approved setting up a new manufacturing plant of two-wheeler alloy wheel in 

Maharashtra. The investment will be around Rs 500 crore for the project and production is expected 

to start from Nov. 2019. 

 Tech Mahindra announced a strategic partnership with U.S.-based Cloudleaf Inc. The company will 

leverage Cloudleaf’s patented sensor fabric to deliver internet of things solutions across 

manufacturing telecom, aerospace, healthcare and automotive industries, according to Bloomberg 

report. 

 Blue Dart to invest Rs 200 crore for its expansion plans in tier II, IIII and IV towns. The plan aims to 

cover more than 19,100 pin codes by December. 

 Adani Green Energy won a tender to setup 300MW wind generation project floated by Solar Energy 

Corporation of India. The project is expected to be commissioned by the second quarter of financial 

year 2021. The tender is for Rs 2.76/KWH for 25-year period. 
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SGX Nifty: Daily and Weekly Chart  
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